Towards a more sustainable
mobility for all –
accessibility matters
Currently many people, especially PRM (people with
reduced mobility) are dependent on a car for their
daily trips, since they encounter many barriers in
public spaces or when using public transport.
ISEMOA supports local authorities to improve the
accessibility of public spaces and public transport,
and thus to enable all their inhabitants and visitors
to adopt a less car-dependent lifestyle.

ISEMOA is unique
in its holistic view
ISEMOA takes into account …


all categories of people with reduced mobility (PRM)



the whole door-to-door mobility chain
with sustainable transport modes



a comprehensive view of accessibility,
including the geographical perspective, service
and network issues, as well as barrier-free
design and constructions



all kinds of barriers
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ISEMOA, an efficient and
effective path towards
improved accessibility

Expected results
of the project ISEMOA


The ISEMOA quality-management scheme provides a
structured framework to assess and improve a municipality’s, city’s or region’s accessibility work by ...

ISEMOA quality-management scheme implemented
in 18 municipalities, cities, and regions all over Europe



training workshops for ISEMOA-auditors offered in
15 European countries



identifying strengths and weaknesses in the
accessibility work



ISEMOA working materials available in 13 languages



helping to decide which areas of work to focus on



establishing a structure for a systematic approach
to accessibility improvement



providing inspiration for effective measures for
continuous improvement of accessibility



establishing comprehensive knowledge of accessi
bility issues amongst local stakeholders
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